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ABSTRACT
Objective: To reduce the fraud claims in health insurances companies and to improve outcomes in health
care industry Analysis: In the existing system, Apache hadoop and Apache hive is used for processing data,
it is a batch processing system. In proposed system, Apache spark is used for processing streaming data.
Findings: EHR record is used as data source, it contains unique id for patients across world, so it is very easy
to detect fraud claim with help of patientid. Apache spark processing streaming data on regular basis. But in
existing system Apache hadoop and Apache hive takes hours of time to process the stored data.
Improvement: Rule based model machine learning algorithm is used for detecting and automating the fraud
claim and Apache spark is used for fast processing data, so it is more accurate and fast.
RELATED WORK
[1]Machine learning algorithm is used for detecting fraud claim. Support vector machine algorithm is
trained to detect the boundary between authorized claim and fraud claim, clustering is done with Evolution
Clustering method for clustering. it is highly accurate but highly complex for dynamic data
[2] Bayesian co-clustering technique is used for detecting fraud, fraud occurrence is detected based on
unusual behavior. This helps the auditors to know fraudulent unusual behavior. But in case of statistical
analysis it become difficult, because it combines medical detection, prevention and response.
[3]outlier detection methods is used for detecting fraud. It checks for deviations from the clusters, trend
deviation, single deviation and peek deviations on regression models. Accuracy level is low.
[4]Supervised learning decision tree, neural networks and genetic algorithms in same cases. Outlier
detection is used for unsupervised learning in cases for detecting fraud calim. This system is slow and less
accurate.
[5]Both supervised and unsupervised technique is used for detecting fraud occurrence. This hybrid model
uses efficient association rule mining. It produces efficient result but processing speed is low.
INTRODUCTION
Health care insurance companies uses big data analytics as its game changer for finding fraud occurrence in
health care . Health care data set are mostly an unstructured data .These data are very tough to process. Since
it is health care there is a need for processing real time data. Apache spark is used for processing real-time
streaming data. Traditional approach of finding fraud in insurance claims are storing and analyzing historical
data about the patient. Traditional approach of processing data take long time and inaccuracy in finding the
fault because of more data. Here we are processing with streaming data so fraud occurrence are identified in
real-time.
EXISTING SYSTEM
EDI claim data collected from source and put into Apache hadoop for processing, it is responsible for only
batch processing. Datas gathered together for day and put for processing. Apache hive open source tool uses
structure data and also apply structure to unstructured data. HiveQL queries is used for processing data[7].
But it also batch processing, so instant fraud detection can’t be made. Since it is healthcare industry, on a
single day huge volume of data is generated and possible of inaccuracy when handling with more volume of
data.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM
Electronic health and medical data is used for detecting fault occurrence in health care insurance companies.
Each patient is assigned with unique patient id across the world. Apache spark is used for processing
instantly on regular updates in medical records and finds the fraud occurrence in same city by using map
transformation and Reduce transformation is used to find across the world. Rule based model , Machine
learning algorithm is used for automating the process Result displays patientid , city, time, hospital of
patient who trying to fraud claim[9][6]. So fraud claim is reduced and it is most accurate when compared the
existing system.
MODULES
DATA SOURCE
EMR is a main source of collecting health care data's. It will produce real time data. Apart from EMR other
sources is also available, digitizing the patient records is Electric health and medical data.EHR technology
gets data from the hospitals, labs about personal and medical information of the patient.EHR technology
introduces each patients with unique patient id. Every hospital and lab collects personal information about
patients are unique id ,Admission Date ,Name, Gender, city ,discharge date and medical information as
diagnosis id and diagnosis_ICD10_code.where this diagnosis_ICD10_code. is unique for hospitals in term
of diagnosis.
DATA PROCESSING
Information received from hospitals and labs put in to processing. In this decade number of hospitals is high.
Since it is digitized update of database is more on seconds basis. If a person admitted in the hospital
automatically updated EHR electronic database. information in the electronic database is put into spark for
stream process. Patient database is loaded into spark and count the number of patient getting treatment right
now.
patientdatabase = sc.textFile(‘file:///spark/medicaldatasets/patients.csv’)
patientdatabase.count()

Gives the total count of the user gets treatment right now patient database contains both personal and
medical information. To detect the fraud claim RDD transformation map function is used for mapping the
patient id and reduce by function is used for knowing the status of the patients treatment according to the
city. There is no need processing in head office of insurance companies. Map process can be done in
respective branches in cities. So if there is any conflict in the patient id in the same city or branch are
identified. once the map process is over it is sent to the head office for reducing, there may be conflict in
patient id in various cities so in reduce by key operation it is identified.
patient_city_wise
=
patient_id.map(lambda
line
:
(line[5],1)).reduceByKey(lambda
a,b:a+b).map(lambda line:(line[1],line[0])).sortByKey(False).take(5).
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Once data is processed it sent to dashboard for viewing in graphical manner. So it displays the patient id ,
name, city of the person which shows an conflict or reoccurrence. so we can easily identify the fraud such as
claim which is submitted by the same person with same data in different cities. And also with the help of
their medical records we can identify the medical claim submitted by the patient is true according their
medical record.
Claims can also be reduced by introducing the machine learning approaches.EHR is used for early
diagnosis.EHR consists of 30 million patients data that will help the doctors to know about disease and the
treatment given to patients. This will help doctors to make predictions in the treatment.

Model data is put into the machine learning algorithms and again it is put in to test model predictions for
predicting. Result given back to the machine learning algorithms for checking features. Based on the result
,score is calculated, model scoring is very helpful for making predictions for new data. If the new data
contain patient database with certain symptoms same as old database , predictive model helps the doctors to
predict the treatment[8]. So this will reduce the re-admissions in the hospitals. Machine learning approaches
is also identifies patient condition and matching treatments, need for re-admission.
RESULT
Processed data is put in to Spring Boot .it is a software for visualizing the result. it will show the Patient Id
and city where conflict occurs. Conflict occurrence may be in the same city. Final result show the entire
status of the patient. So fraud can be detected easily , when the patient applying for the claim.EHR
technology not only helps for detection the fraud occurrence ,but also, giving the efficient treatment to the
patients and reducing the readmissions.
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CONCLUSION
Health care insurance company consumes 20 millions records from various hospitals, labs. In existing
system it tooks 22 hours to process the data which is received on a single day. But in proposed system
Apache spark takes only 20 minutes to process the real time data. And also it detects fraud claim not only in
the same city across the world. Fraud claim can be identified based on patientid details displays in
dashboard. EHR technology also helps in reducing the treatments and readmissions. Fraud claim is highly
accurate and fast.
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